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ABSTRACT
A geosynchronous (GEO) satellite encounters high-energy
particles, UV irradiation, etc. that cause spacecraft charging.
Due to this charging, electrostatic discharge may occur
anywhere if there is any triple junction (a point where
insulator, conductor and vacuum meet). In order to mitigate
the spacecraft charging, a small, low weight, passive
electron emitter (named as Electron Emitting Film, ELF)
has been developed [1][2][3]. We have already confirmed
the operation of ELF in orbit via an experiment on-board
Horyu-2, which was launched in 2012 to 680km Sunsynchronous orbit [4][5]. This paper reports recent progress
of ELF research and development in laboratory as well as
another flight investigation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Satellite and its exposed electronics are charged by plasma,
UV, high-energy charged particles, etc. When the charging
voltage of insulator is over the threshold voltage,
electrostatic discharge (ESD) occurs. This ESD interrupts
the on-board electronics performance and may even destroy
it. Sometimes harness cable, inter-connector, etc. are
damaged due to ESD, as well. In order to mitigate this
spacecraft charging, a passive, light weight, smaller
(3cmx3cm) electron emitting film has been designed,
manufactured, tested in ground under various space
environments that emit electron based on field emission
principle.

2.

PRINCIPLE OF SATELLITE CHARGING

Figure 1. Incident and emission current causing satellite
charging

Ie(Vs)[Ii(Vs)+Ise(Vs)+Isi(Vs)+Ibe(Vs)+Iph(Vs)+Ib(Vs)+Is(Vs)]=0

…(1)
Vs represents the satellite surface potential,
Ie represents the incident electron current on satellite
surface,
Ii represents the incident ion current on satellite surface,
Ise represents the secondary electron current due to Ie,
Isi represents the secondary electron current due to Ii,
Ibe represents the backscattered electron due to Ie,
Iph represents the photoelectron current,
Ib represents the active current sources such as charged
particle beams or ion thrusters,
Is represents the surface current to other surfaces or
through the surface.
A satellite in any orbit is flying through plasma. In the
plasma environment, the amount of incoming current is
equal to outgoing current that determines the spacecraft
charging potential. In the Figure 1, various inflow and
outflow currents are shown schematically and balanced
mathematically by Eq.1.
2.1.

Satellite charging mechanism on solar array

A satellite in Low Earth Orbit does not encounter huge
negative charging due to the ionospheric plasma. However a
satellite in a geosynchronous orbit encounters high-energy
electrons due to sub-storm. In that case, the satellite is
charged to a huge negative potential.

Figure 2. A solar array structure. Solar cells are mounted
on Kapton sheet by RTV (Room temperature vulcanized
rubber). The sheet is for isolation from satellite surface.
And Cover glass are put on each cell to protect them from
high-energy particles. Each cell are connected by
electrode.
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Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional view of a typical solar
array surface. A solar array is composed of many materials.
Each material has different properties. Under sub-storm,
satellite is exposed to high-energy electrons. To keep the
current balance, satellite body is charged to several negative
kV. In this time, the relative energy between the highenergy electrons and satellite is decreasing. When this
energy gap becomes several hundred eV, some surface
material such as cover-glass’ secondary electron yield
become more than 1. The potential difference which is
formed causes high electric field in the direction between
the cover-glass and the satellite body.

2.2.

2

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) on solar array

A solar array is composed of many materials, which emits
gases when electrons hit it. Under this condition, differential
charging occurs between substrate and insulators yielding
high electrical field. When this electric field overcomes the
threshold while degassing, discharge occurs easily. Adjacent
solar array may be short circuited and unable to supply
power to the main body. Figure 5 shows one example of
ESD occurs in the string gap of two adjacent cells.

Figure 5. Image of solar cell after a secondary arc
occurred. This place is carbonized and the
electrical output is lost.
3. ELECTRON-EMITTING FILM

Figure 3. A time transition of surface potential on solar
array. The dashed line shows potential of cover glass. And
full line shows potential of satellite. Vertical axis is
potential from around plasma. And horizontal axis is time.
Figure 3 shows the potential condition at different material
of a solar array surface. When a satellite is exposed to some
high-energy electrons, the satellite and cover-glass potential
decreases. However, the cover-glass potential starts to
increase due to emission of secondary electrons as shown in
Figure 4.

An electron-emitting film for spacecraft charging
mitigation (ELF’s CHARM, ELF in short) has been
developed. This emitter can act in a passive manner, so it
does not need any power source nor control systems. This
emitter’s size is very small (3cm x 3cm). Mitigation of the
satellite charging is possible by putting this emitter on any
satellite without any harnesses [1][2][3].

Figure 6. Photograph (left) and schematic cross sectional
view (right) of electron emitting film (ELF). This emitter
has some ridge for making concentration of electrical field.
It has also a triple junction, it can emit same electrons
from this area.
Figure 4. A surface condition when the satellite is exposed
to high-energy electrons (sub-storm). The dashed arrows
show flow of high-energy electrons. The minus circles are
electrons. The plus circles are holes.
When any material receives some high-energy electrons
(primary electrons), secondary electrons are emitted from this
material. The number of electrons is depended on the energy of
primary electrons.

In Figure 6, photograph and cross sectional schematic of
ELF are shown. This emitter possesses triple-junction where
vacuum, metal (Cu-Be) and insulator (Fluorine polymer
resin) meet each other. When there is some potential
difference between insulator and conductor surfaces, ELF
can emit electrons through field emission mechanism
(Figure 7).
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4. TEST METHOD FOR SAMPLE EVALUATION
This emitter should be used in space. However, the launch
opportunities are rare. Therefore, it is necessary to do
experiment on ground under simulated space environment.
On orbit demonstration is also necessary.
4.1. Emission current measurement

Figure 7. Filed emission mechanism. This figure shows the
triple junction area’s energy in detail. Potential difference
between metal and vacuum (Green line) is higher than
some value. The Potential barrier is bended (Blue line).
And some electrons go out from metal due to tunnel effect.
As the satellite encounters energetic electrons, the potential
difference between the surface insulator and spacecraft
builds up in the same way as the solar array surface charges.
When the electric field is sufficiently high, electrons are
emitted due to field emission on a triple-junction. If this
precursor state can be maintained and not to proceed further
to become an arc, the potential difference between the
substrate and insulator can be kept below the threshold level
of discharge and spacecraft potential can be increased
gradually as the excessive electrons are emitted from the
spacecraft chassis as shown schematically in Figure 8.

Figure 8. A temporal profile of surface potential on solar
array with emission. The dash line shows potential of
cover-glass. The full line shows potential of satellite.
Vertical axis is potential with respect to the surrounding
plasma. Horizontal axis is time. When satellite is exposed
to some high-energy electrons, the surface potential is
decreasing. But satellite potential goes up by emitting
electrons.

Figure 9. Ground test systems to measure the emission
current from ELF and its surface potential. There is an
experimental chamber in LaSEINE. We put the sample in
the chamber and do the experiment under vacuum
environment similar to space. In this chamber’s topside,
there is an electron gun. It can simulate the high-energy
incident electrons. We measure the voltage drop in
resistance by high voltage probe. Also we can measure the
surface potential of samples by Trek® (non-contact surface
potential measurement system). During test the sample is
biased at several negative kV.
Ground test system to observe the emission is shown in
Figure 9. A sample is placed under an electron beam gun in
a vacuum chamber and biased to -3kV by a DC voltage
source. This simulates the satellite charging in GEO. A noncontact surface potential measurement system (Trek®)
measures the surface potential of the ELF. In GEO, the
electron current density during sub-storm is around 10
µA/m2. During the experiment, the current density was
maintained close to this value. Figure 10 shows the emission
observed from ELF.
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This system can bias the sample with external power
source (simulating of differential voltage on satellite
surface). In a state where the sample is biased, it is possible
to measure the amount of emission current from the sample
by bringing the sample close to the needle. And also it is
possible to map the emission current by scanning the needle
over the sample surface. Figure 12 shows an example of the
emission current distribution.

Figure 10. Emission from ELF under electron irradiation.
We confirmed some emission at ground test. During THE
test, the incident electron current density is several µA/m2.
This value is almost the same as it is in space.
We assess emitter samples by these systems. We can see in
Figure 10, the electron emission was not stable. So we
should do more experiment and improve the efficiency of
this ELF. Together with this, on-orbit demonstration is
essential.
4.2.

Parameter evaluation of details

In order to explore the detailed mechanism of the ELF’s
electron emission, we made the field emission microscope
(FEM). A schematic of the FEM system is shown in Figure
11.

Figure 11. Field Emission Microscope. The system aims to
measure ELF’s field emission mechanism. We can mount
any sample on sample stage. This sample stage is controlled
by a stage controller and we can move the sample freely.
There is a needle on top side of the sample stage. This
needle can catch the emission electrons from the sample. We
can measure the surface condition of the sample by a laser
focus displacement sensor.

Figure 12. Surface height of sample (left) and Emission
current distribution on black rectangular area (right).
Further, the emission mainly depends on the shape and the
surface condition on the emission point, because the
emission is localized on the surface. There is a possibility
that the electric field concentration part is generated in the
local area. The ratio of the localized microscopic electric
field at the metal surface to the macroscopic electric field is
called field enhancement factor (β). By measuring β, we
can find the electric field enhancement point locally. And
we can compare the value of β to evaluate each sample.
4.2 Orbital demonstration with HORYU2
This emitter will be used in space. So an orbital demonstration
is the best method to observe the emitter’s action. This emitter
has been developed for mainly geosynchronous orbit satellites.
But we have only few flight opportunities to GEO. So we did
some demonstration on Polar Earth Orbit. In PEO, there are
aurora electrons. Aurora electrons also charge the satellite and
the charging mechanism and discharging way is almost similar
to the GEO situation. This is why in orbit technology
demonstration of ELF has been chosen by a polar orbiting
nano-satellite Horyu-II, Hodoyoshi-3 and Hodoyoshi-4.

Figure 13. Photograph (left) of flight model of ‘HoryuII’ with specification (right) [4][5].
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A high voltage technology demonstration satellite
“HORYU-II” (flight model) is shown in Figure 13. In 2012,
the satellite was launched to PEO with 680km altitude. In
this orbit, there are aurora electrons. It was expected that
ELF would emit electrons due to charging by the aurora
electrons. On-orbit data is shown in Figure 14, confirming
the ELF operation and emission.

Figure 16. Picture of ELF (left) and on board assembled
ELF(right) on Hodoyoshi-3 acting as surface charge
neutralizer. ELF substrate is connected to the satellite
chassis through 10MΩ resistor covered by RTV.
©Hodoyoshi-project

Figure 14. On orbital emission data by HORYU-2. The
current emitted from the ELF[4][5] .

This means no emission current or potential would be
recorded. The other objective was to confirm that ELF could
be mounted on satellite of any size and shape within a very
short period of time. In case of Hodoyoshi-3, it took around
three months to prepare ELF on substrate including
qualification/acceptance via a vibration test. On the other
hand, both ELF and measurement systems were mounted on
Hodoyoshi-4, as a mission to check the emission
performance. We received some data from HODOYOSHI
project team. One of this is shown in Figure 17.

4.3 Orbital demonstration with HODOYOSHI-3,4

Figure 15. Photograph of flight model of HODOYOSHI-3
(left) and HODOYOSHI-4 (right) [6].
Hodoyoshi-3 and Hodoyoshi-4 are Earth observation
microsatellites with inclination of 97.9 degree, made by the
University of Tokyo (Figure 15). They were launched on 19
June 2014 by a Dnerpr-1 rocket as piggyback payload [6].
Since these two microsatellite were passing through the
aurora region, it was planned to mount the ELF with
electronics to measure the emission, similar to Horyu-II. In
case of Hodoyoshi-3, the purpose was to neutralise the
satellite charging. Therefore, substrate of ELF was directly
connected to the satellite chassis as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 17. Orbital emission data from HODOYOSHI-4. And
there were some offset on emission current (reason
unknown) when satellite received the sunlight. Each data
resolution was 12bit analog at Hodoyoshi interface.
©Hodoyoshi-project
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We confirmed some emission in orbit. While taking this
data, the satellite was using the ion engine (MIPS ;
Miniature Ion Propulsion System) for its test (from 10:12).
When the satellite was emitting some ions, the satellite was
charged more negative (Ion emission is increasing, it means
the current balance is shifted the way increasing emission of
electrons). The emission current from the ELF was also
increasing, because electron emission should be increased
for keeping current balance. But the slope of emission
current was due to ion incident from adjacent plasma.
5. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
We already confirmed that ELF can work in space. So our
next step is the improvement of emission performance for
mitigation spacecraft charging.
5.1. β value measurement
We tried β values of several copper material candidates
by the FEM system (in section 4.2) to compare the different
electrical field enhancement effect with each surface
condition. Table 1 shows the result of each β value
measurement.
Table 1. βvalue of each coppers
1st
2nd
124
314
Tough-pitch
224
351
Chromium
195
571
Oxygen-free
282
115
Brass

Figure 15. The sample of mitigation test with solar cell.
ELF was mounted on aluminum plate with a solar cell by
the conductive type RTV.
One of ELF’s advantage point is easy mounting. We can
mount on charging mitigation surface by conductive
adhesive easily as shown in Figure 15. The emission
current of ELF and differential voltage of solar cell are
shown in Figure 16, when we irradiated electron beam to
this sample.

3rd
254
473
430
147

One shall note that there are important differences in spite
of the same place and material. We think this problem is
caused by changing surface condition for measurement. Our
FEM system touches the sample when we measure β value
of the sample. In this time the sample may be damaged at
measurement point. So now we try to remake the system for
solving this problem. If we can measure βvalue in the
future, we can compare the difference between each samples
more theoretically.
5.2. Fluorine resin coating sample
Currently, the best performance sample is fluorine resin
coating sample (Figure 16). This sample was mounted on
HORYU-2, HODOYOSHI-3, HODOYOSHI-4. This
sample’s emission data is shown in Figure 10. This sample
could emit on the environment of low density current
(several µA/m2). We tried mitigation of solar cell charging
with this sample. Figure 15 shows the sample for this
experiment.

Figure 16. Emission current of ELF. Beam condition was
low current density like real space environment.
The differential voltage of solar cell’s surface had
decreased between 10 and 30 minutes when electron
emission occurs. However, the differential voltage was still
high when the surface voltage was at minimum value. We
think the reason for this was the emisson was not continuous
and sufficient. Therefore, we considered the necessary of
improvement in field emission properties of ELF.
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5.3. Semi-conductor sample
The new sample is shown in Figure 17. We produced a
new type of sample to improve the field emission properties.
This sample is made of a silicon wafer. We are expecting
that the finer surface treatment can be performed. We have
to confirm whether or not this sample can emit electrons
(see Figure 18). First, we produced the sample without any
processing.

Figure 17. Photograph (Left) and schematic (right) of
Silicon wafer type ELF sample

Figure 19. Surface potential (Left) and emission current
(Right) of new type ELF. The oxide film having a thickness
of 50nm were formed by oxidizing the surface on the silicon
wafer.
As shown in the Figure 19, we prepared a new sample. But
we could not confirm electron emission. We observed that
the surface was not charged sufficiently. We examined the
relationship between the electron beam energy and the
emission current. The primary electron energy that has
maximum secondary electron emission coefficient for SiO2
was 400 eV. We irradiated some electrons to this sample
with an electron gun in a variety of energy. And we
investigated the relationship between energy of the electron
beam and the emission current. The result of this test is
shown in Figure 20. The electron current density was
several hundred mA/m2.

Figure 18. Emission current of new type ELF.
We have confirmed that this sample can emit the electron
emission. We show the result in Fig.18. The electron beam
current density was 100mA/m2 (high current density). We
tried to measure the emission in low current density like real
space environment. But we could not, however, confirm any
electron emission with low current density of 10µA/m2
range. We found that the surface charging of ELF was not
enough in low current density by using surface measurement
system. Therefore, we should find a new coating material to
improve charging performance of new type ELF’s surface.
The principle of charging is a secondary electron emission
in this system (ELF’s emission mechanism). The secondary
electron emission is dependent on the energy of the inflow
electron. That is, charging should depend on the energy of
the primary electrons. So we tried the same test (emission
test in low current density) again after we changed the
surface material to SiO2.

Figure 20. The relationship between energy of the
electron beam and the emission current of new type ELF.
We found the maximum emission at the differential energy
between base material (silicon wafer) and irradiation
electron energy was 500 eV. So we can say the best energy
for emission with SiO2 coating sample is 500eV. And the
energy of maximum secondary electron emission coefficient
of SiO2 is around 400eV. We can select the coating material
with the energy of maximum secondary electron emission
coefficient.
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6. CONCLUSION
Currently, ELF has finished the orbital demonstration by
HORYU-2, HODOYOSHI-3 and 4. We are improving its
performance of the current emission level. A field emission
microscope (FEM) was developed to improve the ELF’s
performance by detailed observation of the ELF’s surface.
This system (FEM) can measure the field enhancement
factor, β, at any point and make the map of emission
current on all surface of sample. In the future, by observing
the surface condition with FEM we can find the more
detailed mechanism of electron emission of ELF and we can
improve the emission properties more theoretically.
We are also preparing a new type ELF made from silicon
wafer. This sample could not emit electrons in low current
densities. We irradiated electrons with various energies and
found that energy of primary electrons at the maximum
emission was almost the same as the energy of maximum
secondary electron emission yield. We will try to find the
coating material of new ELF with the some idea about
secondary emission yield.
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